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近現代の芸術における芸術と科学の「内的な相互作
用」について
















































































































































































　「JAGDAやさしいハンカチ展 Part  2」は、芸術の「救う力」10）というハイ
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Fig.6  企画を担った東京と東北の





（福島県・新地小学校　2013 年 9 月）
Fig.5  「JAGDA やさしいハンカチ展 
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Fig.12  Igor Kostin, Chernobyl - The 
Aftermath, 1986, © Igor Kostin/Sygma/
Corbis
Fig.14  Igor Kostin, Chernobyl - The 
Aftermath, 1986 © Igor Kostin/Sygma/
Corbis
Fig.16  東松照明 被爆者 片岡津代さん・
長崎 1961
Fig.11  Igor Kostin, Chernobyl - The 
Aftermath, 1986 © Igor Kostin/Sygma/
Corbis
Fig.13  Igor Kostin, Chernobyl - The 
Aftermath, 1988 © Igor Kostin/Sygma/
Corbis
Fig.15  Photograph of Copa Girl 
Linda Lawson as Miss-Cue, May 
1, 1955, Special Collections, 
University Libraries, University 
of Nevada, Las Vegas
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Fig.18  東松照明 ヘアースタイル・東京 1969Fig.17  東松照明 神奈川・横須賀 1959
Fig.19  Paul Gauguin, Where Do We Come From? What Are We? Where Are 
We Going?, 1879-98, Oil on canvas, 139.1 x 374.6, Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, Tompkins Collection – Arthur Gordon Tompkins Fund, 36.270
Fig.20  Vincent van Gogh, 
Courtesan: after Eisen, 
1887-10, Oil on cotton, 
110.3x60.0cm, Van Gogh 
Museum, Amsterdam 
(Vincent van Gogh 
Foundation)
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Fig.21  Vincent van Gogh, Flowering 
plum orchard: after Hiroshige, 1887-10, 
Oil on canvas, 55.6x46.8cm, Van Gogh 
Museum, Amsterdam (Vincent van 
Gogh Foundation)
Fig.22  Claude Monet, La Japonaise 
(Camille Monet in Japanese Costume), 
1876, Oil on canvas, 231, 8 x 142, 3 cm, 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1951 
Purchase Fund, 56 147
Fig.23  本多錦吉郎《羽衣天女》1890（明
治 23）年、油彩・布 127.2 × 89.8cm
Fig.24  五姓田芳柳《西南役大阪臨時病院
負傷兵施術光景》1881（明治 14 年）、絹／
水彩 73 × 130cm
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<ABSTRACT>
About Art and Science’s “Intra-Actions” 
in Modern and Contemporary Art
Gabrielle DECAMOUS
In The Two Cultures (1959), C.P Snow argued that the intellectual life 
of modern societies was split into two cultures: science and the humanities. 
Yet, is this divide really so sharp? My presentation will examine the ways 
in which both disciplines, art and science, are not as distant as commonly 
assumed. I will start from today’s impact of science onto the arts by analyzing 
the specificities and similarities of the post-Fukushima and post-Chernobyl 
artistic production, and will retrace the intimate link tying the two disciplines 
together back to the 19th century. This will allow me to demonstrate the 
“intra-actions” of the two disciplines – which means their “ontological 
inseparability” to use the concept developed by Karen Barad in Meeting the 
Universe Halfway (2007). Ultimately, this will also permit me to inquire the 
“intra-actions” between Japan and other parts of the world, and therefore offer 
a reflection regarding the question of national identity in Japan.
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